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About This Game

Story

The story is about a case happened 20 years ago!
A family consisting of a married couple were killed and they left their child who was recently born. Police had investigated and

said that this was a suicide and the case was closed. The child, then, was sent to an orphanage.

After the case ended, a series of bizarre things happened inside that house. People heard footsteps at night and especially they
also heard the sewing machine ran. The neighbors were too scared to get close to the house, they believed that ghosts of couple

still existed and possessed this house.
20 years after the child was abandoned 20 years ago now was a girl, she began exploring why her parents had suicided and

whether the ghost of her parents are really possessing this house. She decided to hire a telepath and an exorcist to found out the
past 20 years ago.
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Gameplay

You will play a telepath named James. He has the ability to connect with the soul thus he can understand their past. He was hired
to explore what happened in the previous 20 years in this house.

This is the puzzle game! Gameplay uses the first person perspective, your mission searching for items and solve puzzles in order
to connect with the souls of those who died in the house and listen to them recount their past. As you roam the house and look
for haunted items you will have to face the evil phenomenon can make you startled .... With a great storyline and compelling

game puzzle game that you will not be disappointed

 About

This game was developed by only one person. Despite of limited human resources, I always try to give you the best experience
while gaming.

With spending a lot of effort on graphics and ingenuity in leading the storyboard, I believe that when you’re gaming you will
feel like more than watching a movie. The game have the knots of the past of characters which towards the end of the game

everything will gradually clear.
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Title: Root Of Evil: The Tailor
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
EastFog Studios
Publisher:
EastFog Studios
Release Date: 9 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64 Bit/ Windows 8 64 Bit/ Windows 10 64 Bit

Processor: Core i5 processor or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD4400 / AMD Radeon 5750 1Gb VRAM / NVidia Geforce 640 1Gb VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Russian,French,German,Korean,Simplified Chinese
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walkthrough

Simple and a fun way to learn typing.. Amazing "full" game for VR. When you play this, all the other games seem more like
arcade demos than games.

Buy if you are up for a real challenge that makes you plan your every move and carefully think through spending your resources
then this ones for you. Awesome use of risk vs. Reward forcing you to take some chance.

Careful though, as it is really easy to leave your probe behind or let it run out of fuel on its way back to you. Losing a probe in
any way means instant loss, just quit and try again.

Controls are amazing. The constant repairs become very natural and plugging in a fresh new part is very satisfying and relieves
some stress of knowing it won't break down any time soon.

Prologue does not do this game justice as the robot talks your ear off but in the real game, he only says the into then never talks
again.

You are alone... very alone. Death is always close and a very simple mistake will kill you so this game is only for players really
wanting a challenging game even on "easy" mode.

Absolutely recommend.. FPS loss when I kill an ennemy.
+ I don't like the recoil effect.. Really love this game rn, its definitely in its early stages but it runs quite well and the gameplay is
unique and very nice to just relax yet have something fun to do.

Pros:
Controls well, unlike a lot of PC cooking games controlled by mouse
Unique atmosphere
You can clean the dishes and reuse them
Restocking your supplies

Overall just a really nice game!

*Things to improve\/suggestions*

1. First noticeable 'complaint' I have is that I found it very confusing for the first time, took me like 30mins to figure out how to
buy food in bulk then individual, make food, clean dishes, where to cook what etc = suggestion> make a Tips pop up that you
can disable for future

2. This game ought to have a main menu screen so you don't have to keep relauching the game if you want to go afk but dont
want to lose rep ingame, but just in general too, should be able to back out to main menu

3. Would like more sound effects than just the customer bell

4. Not urgent but the gnomes could look a little better considering the textures of everything else in the game are significantly
better and more detailed.

5. this is not a con just a suggestion, would really enjoy this game with a co-op feature one day, even just sandbox so you and
your friends and just chill in the Inn and make some SOOP

All in all, for early access, Im really impressed with this game. I tend to have a habit of buying games that i think *look* good
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but then the gameplay sucks, this ain't one of those times! I'd recommend getting it on sale as i think full price may be a little
steep considering the bugs at the moment but its def worth getting if you like semi casual games with something to do.. Hello,
my name is Tipuzzle, and I am addicted to Last Dream and its sequel/expansion, Unknown World.

Last Dream was perfect for all of my customization-hungry needs. I am a giant stat nerd and, because of that, having so many
options for my characters in the forms of AP, SP, and eight different classes, Last Dream spoiled me to the point where very
few RPGs have managed to quench the same thirst for a strong sense of control. Last Dream: World Unknown brings that
control back, but perhaps in an overwhelming way if this is your Last Dream game.

I decided to start a completely new game, surprised to find that all of my characters started at level 60 or so and I could change
the AP values for every last stat all of them had right off the bat. I must have spent fifteen minutes on that page alone, trying to
puzzle out what stats would work best with the strategy I wanted to go for this time around, all while thinking to myself...
"Would a new player really like this?"

The answer is 'no'. If you have not played the original Last Dream, then World Unknown, from a statistical and plot standpoint,
is definitely not for you, and that's perfectly okay because YOU SHOULD PLAY LAST DREAM. Seriously. If you're a control
freak like I am, it is the perfect game for you, and once you're finished with it, World Unknown is like a second round of this
sweet, sweet RPG drug.

I'll let you learn about the rest of the game's positives (lore, lots of content, etc.) from other reviews, but if you take anything
from this one: Control Freaks, this game is your drug. Buy it, you won't regret it. Not even that complicated, just a buncha
numbers.

Have fun!~. Dont get it they cancelled prodution. I enjoyed my first play-through of the game quite a bit. It does feel a lot like
Papers Please only without the time crunch factor (which, to be honest, I enjoyed because I'm terrible at making quick
decisions). I look forward to playing again with a less moderated newspaper to see how the world changes. It made me laugh
that writing about celebrities actually influenced their marriages. I can understand the mixed reviews but it IS enjoyable and I
didn't mind paying full price because I intend to play through a few more times.
If you're not a fan of reading or trying to figure out if you're inadvertantly going to start a riot by talking about an apartment fire
- this game is not for you.. I kind of enjoyed my gameplay, but it's really more of a kids game, and I happen not to be a kid.
Still, for what it is, I did find it novel, with decent graphics. Although the music was very annoying to me.

See gameplay at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9t1AYbElwiA. Maybe I didn't give it enough a chance but... it was just
spamming the basic moves. There isn't enough complexity here. Dash dash dash, hit attack to take the ball from opponent, get
the ball, dash dash dash, try to score before they hit attack on you. Do this a billion times and that's the game. Really wanted to
like but... isn't quite there. Needs better AI for solo play. Local co-op is much more fun I'd wager, but... not worth it. Especially
for $15. I'd pay like, $3 for this and be fine with it.
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Truly excellent game! Have been playing the Battle Fleet series since day one and each new version is so much better than the
previous one. For all who like turned-based and real time strategy games, Battle Fleet is a must!
Thanks JJ!.

崩溃给差评的请去把显卡超频关了。. game sucks dont play it

Honestly if i had 3 bullets and a choice between hitler,stalin and end war

I'd shoot End war 3 times.. Nice game but need to improve about some bug

Love scrolling Story ><. Game was fine, but just that. It's a remastered version of one of the first games in the series so don't
expect too much from it. If it's only a couple bucks and you want to say you've played them all, you might as well. I'm not upset
having bought the game and spent a good night on it, but it all depends what you expect from the game.. Didn't finish The 11th
Hour on the 17.Jan.2016

Who are the game developers?
Trilobyte Games (Trilobyte Games[www.trilobytegames.com])

What's the game about?
I have no idea, at this moment.

General feeling after not finishing?
Why did I buy this again? Oh, yeah, I bought a fmv bundle from Humble Bundle and it was included.

Story?
Yes.

Gameplay?
You point and click, as far as I could tell.

Graphics?
Must have been revolutionary for the time, but are now dated and didn't age well.

Sound & Music?
Annoying.

Replayability?
Not for me, no.

Time played?
Around 13 minutes.

I bought this for sentimental reasons. Since I had played it when I was a young man I wanted to relive some of that time. Big
mistake. I do own and love some oldies, like Another World, Castle of Illusion, Day of the Tentacle, Full Throttle, Grim
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Fandango, Larry (LSLLLL), ... but this one sits next to the Tex Murphy games and The 7th Guest (I must have bought them in
the same bundle...), as "undesirable"!. This is amazing but theres a bug where it down grades some of your items and takes off
you shirt when you close and re open the game. but its really fun shooting ducks with a laser gun. Wonderful shmup with great
references to like Gradius, R-Type, Darius or Turrican but also the ones of not so well-known titles like Enforcer, Space
Manbow, Hellfire, X-Multiply, Guardian, Hydefos, Armalyte and many others. simply one of the best shmup I've ever played..
First of all, it's meaningless to care about microtransactions when they're A: Not at all necessary to use them. If your stuck, you
can simply use google, or try different combinations. And B, the game does not push the microtransactions at you. It's a
meaningless detail in this game, unlike so many others. Don't review negative just because your an imbecile.

I first played this game on an ipod touch, and much has changed since it came out. But the basics are the same.
You combine various elements to create new elements. In the beginning you have fire, earth, air and water at your disposal. And
then it's up to you to create just about every element there is in the game. And there are many. And almost every time you
discover a new element, you will also read a quote that's related to the element at hand.

The main game spans over four episodes. The Beginning, Technology, Modern Age, and The World of Magic.
As you combine elements and creatures, tools and buildings, the once barren landscape beneath you comes to life. Snow and
grass begin to cover the landscape, and animals and mythological creatures roam the world. This game looks good, and much
attention has been put into the art that's basicly everywhere.

Without saying too much more, I'd like to point out that there are also six quests, which work as individual mini-episodes, with a
focus on a specific area. Save a princess from a dragon, counter the sins of doodle devil or 20'th century inventions.

There are also Puzzles, which are even smaller, and possible to fail. (and start over)

There will probably be more content for this game, and since they've released it for free for so many, why is it wrong to allow
them to actually sell their game to the people who are willing to pay?

But yeah, you can probably find this game for free if you look for it.

More than aight/10
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